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DECISION AND DISMISSAL OF PETITION FOR DECLARATORY RULING

Procedural setting

On January 26, 1993, the instant request for declaratory ruling under the Municipal
Employee Relations Act (the Act) was filed with the Connecticut State Board of Labor
Relations (the Labor Board) by the Connecticut Independent Police Union (CIPU). The
request initially involved a question concerning the timing of “transfer” of representative



. .
status to the CIPU, which had recently defeated the incumbent International Brotherhood of
Police Officers in a representation election in a bargaining unit of police officers of the Town
of Hamden.  Subsequently, the nature of the request was revised. Given the complex
procedural setting and issues involving the exact framing of the request, we provide further
details below.

A petition for representation was filed by the Connecticut Independent Police Union
on November 17, 1992, seeking to represent the police unit in the Town of Hamden,  which
unit was then represented by the International Brotherhood of Police Officers (IBPO). This
case was titled Town of Humden,  Case No. ME-15,090. On December 21, 1992,
Connecticut Council of Police Unions #15  (Council 15) filed its own petition for
representation of a similar unit of Hamden  police officers in Town of Humden,  Case No.
ME-15,176. Pursuant to an Agreement for Consent Election among the Town, the CIPU,
Council 15 and the IBPO, an election was held on January 21, 1993. The names of CIPU
and IBPO were among the choices on the ballot. Council 15 withdrew its petition and its
intervention prior to the election, so its name did not appear on the ballot. CIPU received
the majority of valid votes cast.

On January 26, 1993, shortly after the election and before its formal certification as
representative, the CIPU submitted to the Labor Board a letter indicating its concerns over
the quality of representation that the decertified IBPO would provide in the remaining five
months of the IBPO’s  collective bargaining agreement, and requesting a declaratory ruling
“concerning the question of which union is recognized to administer all contractual
provisions and employment matters pursuant to the MERA from this time through June 30,
1993”.’ The CIPU sent a copy of the letter to the IBPO.

On February 10, 1993, the Labor Board certified the CIPU, stating
“CONNECTICUT INDEPENDENT POLICE UNION (CIPU) has been selected as the
representative for the purposes of collective bargaining by the majority of all full-time

I In pertinent part, the letter stated:

“Recently, the COMeCtiCUt  Independent Police Union won the question of representation in the above-
reference case.

This bargaining unit has numerous grievance arbitrations and municipal prohibited practices pending before
both the C.S.B.M.A. and the C.S.L.R.B.

There will be a period of over five (5) months in which a decertified union, with no vested interest in
providing high quality representation can cause all kinds of havoc for the bargaining unit.

If misrepresentation were to occur, it could very well cause irreparable harm to the unit.

In light of these facts, the Connecticut Independent Police Union respectfully requests a Declaratory Ruling
from the C.S.L.R.B. concerning the question of which union is recognized to administer all contractual
provisions and employment matters pursuant to the M.E.R.A. from this time through June  30, 1993. ”
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members of the Police Department with authority to exercise police powers, excluding the
Chief and the one second in command of the Police Department, and said CONNECTICUT
INDEPENDENT POLICE UNION (CIPU) is the exclusive representative of all said
employees for the purposes of collective bargaining in respect to wages, hours and other
conditions of employment. ” Town of Humden,  Decision No. 3075 (1993). At that time,
Case No. ME-15,090 was closed.

On September 28, 1993, a pretrial hearing on the instant petition for declaratory
ruling was conducted at the Labor Board’s administrative level by one of its assistant agents.
At that time the following entities intervened: Council 15, Council 4, and IBPO. At the
conclusion of the pre-trial hearing, those parties present agreed to ask the Labor Board to
first decide whether the petition was a proper subject for a declaratory ruling, and further
agreed that any remaining questions on the merits of the underlying issue would be reserved
for further briefing.

Following that pretrial hearing, on October 5, 1993 the CIPU filed with the Labor
Board a revised request for declaratory ruling which presented the following issue:

“Which union in a certification election is recognized to administer all contractual
provisions and employment matters from the date of certification through the
expiration date of the contract. ”

Council 15, Council 4, and IBPO filed briefs, the last of which was received on
December 1, 1993.2  The petitioning CIPU filed a reply brief dated December 23, 1993.

DISCUSSION

We are faced here with a preliminary procedural question of whether the petition is a
proper subject for a declaratory ruling. We believe that ordinarily it is inadvisable to take
issues in a case in a piecemeal fashion by addressing preliminary questions. However, it is
clear to us that the ultimate question posed by the CIPU cannot be addressed in the
declaratory ruling process, at this time, and accordingly we dismiss the petition.

The CIPU’s arguments in support of its revised request for declaratory ruling reflect
its desire to change the longstanding doctrine of this Labor Board which holds that when an
incumbent union is defeated by a rival union in a representation election, the incumbent
retains its representative status until the expiration of any collective bargaining agreement
then in effect. City  of Norwich, Decision No. 804 (1968),  p. 7. Specifically, in the context
of a direction of election, we stated in Norwich:

2 Despite the apparent agreement to bring the preliminary procedural issue to the Board, Council 4 devotes
considerable attention in its brief to the merits of the CIPU’s proposed change in doctrine.
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“It should be emphasized that even though an election is held prior to the termination
date of the contract, it is for determining the status of the bargaining agent after the
termination of the contract. During the remainder of the contract term, the Union
retains its right to recognition and its authority to represent the employees, regardless
of the outcome of the election.”

We extended the same caveat in our direction of election in C& of Hartford,
Decision No. 971 (1971).

Initially the CIPU sought a ruling which would determine whether it or the defeated
incumbent would represent a specific bargaining unit, i.e., the Hamden  police. Its revised
request excises the factual setting in Hamden  and asks a general question -- and seeks a
general answer -- concerning all settings in which one union ousts an incumbent near the end
of a contract term, i.e., “which union . . . is recognized to administer all contractual
provision and employment matters from the date of certification through the expiration date
of the contract. ‘I3

The IBPO contends that the Board should dismiss the request for Declaratory Ruling
because it is wrong to use a Declaratory Ruling to change a settled area of case law. It
claims the CIPU should either seek changes in legislation or use the Labor Board’s
rule-making process to achieve a change.

Council 4 claims the request is “an improper challenge to a valid order of an
administrative agency that is outside the scope of the Administrative Procedure Act, Conn.
Conn. Gen. Stat. 0 4-166, et seq. & Conn. Gen. Stat. 0 4-183 (aggrieved party to bring
appeal to Superior Court)“. The remainder of its argument is addressed to the merits of the
CIPU’s claim, not the procedural issue.

Council 15 claims the CIPU request is procedurally defective as a “request for
declaratory ruling” due to its failure to meet all the requirements of Section 7-471-37 of the
Regulations of Connecticut State Agencies concerning format and content. Like IBPO,
Council 15 also contends that a Declaratory Ruling procedure cannot be used “to determine
whether rights already adjudicated were adjudicated properly”, or to change existing law, a
matter appropriate for the regulatory process.

***

It is clear to us that the pending revised question posed by the CIPU cannot be
addressed within the declaratory ruling process as authorized by the MERA, our regulations
and/or the Uniform Administrative Procedure Act, Conn. Gen. Stat. 0 4-166, et seq.M o r e
specifically, the CIPU’s question is not tied to a real dispute or to real fact; we are not called

3 In fact, all or part of the issue in Hmnden  may well be moot if the passage of time since the election and
certification brings the parties beyond the prior incumbent’s contract term.
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upon to apply statutory or prior decisional law to a given set of facts. Rather, the CIPU,
having withdrawn the request which was tied to a factual case in Humden,  now asks a
general question as to what our “rule” concerning one aspect of certifications will be. The
revised CIPU request is really akin to a request for an advisory opinion; for which no
procedure is available under the UAPA or the MERA.

Our conclusion and the resulting dismissal of this petition are required by 0 4-176 of
the UAPA, which states:

(a) Any person may petition an agency . . . for a declaratory ruling as to the validity
of any regulation, gr the annlicabilitv to snecified  circumstances of a nrovision  of the
general statutes, a regulation or final decision on a matter within the jurisdiction of
the agency.
[emphasis added]

Clearly, this section requires that the ruling deal with “specified circumstances”, which are
found in a particular factual case.

Our own regulations under the MERA, 0  7-471-37, also require a specific factual
setting, as demonstrated by the introductory paragraph thereof and the express provision of
0 7-471-37(a). Thus, in pertinent part, our regulations provide:

0 7-471-37 Declaratory Ruling; form of petition

Whenever there is a substantial and immediate threat to rights protected
by the Municipal Employee Relations Act a person or organization may
request a declaratory ruling by the board with respect to the applicability to
such person or organization of any statute, regulation, or order enforced,
administered or promulgated by the board in the following term:

(a) A petition stating the factual background of the issue must be in
writing and sent to the board by mail or delivered in person during normal
business hours.

***

By referring to “whenever there is a substantial and immediate threat to rights”, and
at the same time requiring a statement of the “factual background”, these regulations clearly
contemplate a specific case or controversy, not a generalized question of policy.

Our reading of these declaratory ruling provisions of the UAPA and our own
regulations is in conformity with the well-established doctrines of courts involving
declaratory judgments. Specifically, the definition of declaratory judgment found in Black’s
Law Dictionary notes that a declaratory judgment I’. . . must deal with a real dispute of real
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fact” .4 And our Supreme Court has held, with respect to the statute authorizing the courts
to render declaratory judgments, “the declaratory judgment procedure may not be utilized
merely to secure advice on the law . . . or to establish abstract principles of law, . . . ”
although it “may be employed in a justiciable  controversy where the interests are adverse,
where there is an actual bona fide and substantial question or issue in dispute or substantial
uncertainty of legal relations which requires settlement. . . .‘I [citations omitted]. Horton Y.
Me&Z,  172 Conn. 6 15, 627 (1977). While these cases do not directly control procedures
under the UAPA, they provide guidance as to the general parameters for declaratory
procedures.

In sum, the general question posed by the CIPU in its October 5, 1993 request cannot
be addressed within our declaratory ruling process. We understand the procedural challenges
for parties trying to resolve their problems expeditiously. However, we cannot artificially
alter the limits of our available procedures in order to address an issue which clearly is not
properly before us at this time. It remains to be seen whether the CIPU will be able to, or
have the need to, find an appropriate vehicle in a request for rulemaking or a prohibited
practice complaint involving a particular municipality’s duty to bargain. In the event that
CIPU chooses another procedural avenue in an attempt to change the approach to
certifications which this Board has followed in past cases, we will at that time consider
arguments of all parties concerning the propriety of that avenue, and concerning the merits of
any issue which is properly before us.

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut State Board of Labor
Relations by the Municipal Employee Relations Act, it is hereby ORDERED that the Petition
for Declaratory Ruling filed herein be, and the same hereby is, DISMISSED.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

s/Margaret A. Lareau
Margaret A. Lareau,
Chairman

4 The full definition of “declaratory judgment” states:

One which simply declares the rights of the parties or expresses the opinion of the court on a
question of law, without ordering anything to be done. Its distinctive characteristics are that no
executory process follows as of course, nor is it necessary that an actual wrong, giving rise to
action for damages, should have been done, or be immediately threatened . . . It must deal with
real dispute of real fact . . . It is distinguished from other actions in that it does not seek execution
or performance from the defendant or opposing party . . . [citations omitted] Black’s Law
Dictionarv,  Revised Fourth Edition
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Antonia C. Moran
Antonia C. Moran,
Board Member

s/Anthony Sbona
Anthony Sbona,
Board Member

CERTIFICATION

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing was mailed postage prepaid this 3rd day
of October, 1994 to the following:

Lillian Clayman,  Mayor
Town of Hamden
Memorial Town Hall
2372 Whitney Avenue
Hamden,  Connecticut 065 18

Victor Binkoski, Pers. Dir.
Town of Hamden
Memorial Town Hall
2372 Whitney Avenue
Hamden,  Connecticut 065 18

Wayne A. Gilbert, Director
CILU/CIPU
36B Krieger Lane, P.O. Box 938
Glastonbury, Connecticut 06033

William E. Murdock
Director, NAGE/IBPO
1800 Silas Deane Highway
Rocky Hill, Connecticut 06067

Andrew Morrissey, Esq.
P. 0. Box 31
Naugatuck, Connecticut 06770
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Robert J. Murray, Jr., Staff Attorney
Council 15, AFSCME, AFL-CIO
2990 Pratt street
Meriden, Connecticut 06450

Willard F. Bushy, Esq.
NAGIYIBPO
1800 Silas Deane Highway
Rocky Hill, Connecticut 06067

Robert J. Krzys,  Esq.
2138 Silas Deane Highway
Rocky Hill, Connecticut 06067

J. William Gagne, Jr., Esq.
Gagne & Associates
207 Washington Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06106

Jdhn  W. Kingston
Agent
Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations
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